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Behold! Krom the Magnificent, who rules over all in the Orthgon Solar Imperium (itself a part of the 

great Threlkellian Empire).
Behold! Krom the Mighty, for few in all of Threlkel – and NONE on the world of Orthgona – are 

more powerful than he. 
Behold! Krom the Wise, he who has brought his people out of the shadow of empirical 

prejudice to become a respected member of Emperor Traven's Circle of Allies.
This is the not-so-ancient story of how Krom ascended his throne as monarch of Orthgona, and 

the fate of his predecessor, longtime ruler Andros of Avo'kadosse.  

A long time ago in a universe far, far away…

Amid the swirling spiral of the Andromeda Galaxy, near the center of its sparkling celestial hub, spins 

the lush world called by its inhabitants Nguvu. One of six planets in its system, Nguvu in its unique 
elliptical orbit from its sweltering sun has found the right balance of heat and cold, of solar warmth 
and magnetic protection to foster what we call life. 

And intelligent life.
The super-continent on the planet, choked with jungles, woodlands, savannas and a minor 

polar region on its southern tip, is brimming with life. Giant animal species of diverse varieties walk 
the jungles as well as populate their dense canopies. Grazers feed on the plains of the vast savannas, 
getting their fill of the grasses as they are stalked by predators large and small.

Eat or be eaten!
Only the barren wasteland of the southern polar fringe offers little demonstration of life, even 

in its brief summer months. The seasons mean very little there.
On the great northern cape of this largest of Nguvu landmasses, surrounded by thick 

vegetation on all sides but also boasting the evidence of change from its humanoid population since 
its genesis, is the region called Uzuri'peke. Skyscrapers rise to touch the purple of the morning skies as 
autos crawl this way and that in its concrete canyons. The noise of any world's population center is 
often abundant, as is the hustle and bustle of said population to get to any destination, whatever it 
might be.

And get there now. FAST!
One Uzuri'peken who truly knows the sounds of speed lives in hightown in a luxury apartment 

offered her by her father in exchange for being “more careful than you have ever been” in her new job 
as an aircraft test pilot.

A decorated former member of the region's air squad, this is her first day at an experimental 
facility, Sirref Regional by name, that is building a prototype “super-jet” that should make flying to the 
lesser continents possible in less time. She is all for that.

Fast!
She is one of a only a handful of persons in this zone of Uzuri'peke having the experience and 

the expertise to even attempt to pilot the Kasi I. Still, she is nervous. And her bosses, her sponsors, are 
even more stressed.

“Captain, are you sure you can handle this?” her prime superior, Len Rogg, questions, ignoring 
both the cultural stereotypes he is verbalizing and the fact that he has called her “captain” even before 
she earned the rank in the air squad.

“Len, I'm your gal,” she says, shaking her ebony hair and giving him a snarky salute. “You 
haven't got a guy, never did, so you better go with your gal!” she adds, in his parlance.

“Well, Cap, I guess you know better than most,” Len blusters, smiling inwardly. The old aircraft 
jockey knew he had picked correctly, over other recommendations of Sirref administrators, when he 
selected his god-daughter for this world-important, front-burner mission. “Cap, I don't have to tell 
you of the inherent dangers involved here, but my oldest and best friend, your father, would have my 



hide if I didn't. He told me so earlier this morning on the home-comm. So listen up!
“The Kasi I is designed for flight at over Mach 3 with a flight crew of two in tandem cockpits, 

with the pilot in the forward cockpit and the Reconnaissance Systems Officer operating the 
surveillance systems and equipment from the rear cockpit, and directing navigation on the mission 
flight path. This morning, of course, I will be your RSO, you lucky gal! The Kasi was designed to 
minimize its radar cross-section for stealth. If this test and those following prove a success, finished 
aircraft will be painted a dark blue, almost black, to increase the emission of internal heat. The fact 
that your baby out on the tarmac is painted bright orange is no reflection of how your skills as a pilot 
are regarded, Captain.” A small gaffaw from Len.

“Riiiiiiiiiight,” she says with a grimace.  
Rogg continues: “Should anything ever happen of an attack nature … there is a whole half-a-

hemisphere on this rock's underside we know nothing about, even in this day and age … the Kasi's 
greatest protection will be its combination of high altitude and very high speed ...”

“SPEED!!!” she screams, trying to make her godfather even more nervous than he is.
He grimaces and continues: “…Speed. Along with its low radar cross-section, these qualities 

give a very short amount of time for any enemy surface-to-air missile site to acquire and track the 
aircraft on radar. By the time the SAM site could track you, it would be too late to launch any SAM, and 
the Kasi would be out of range before the SAM could catch up to it. If the SAM site could track ...”

“Len, Len, look, I have spent what seems a lifetime in books, video act/react and even old-style 
vivi-chambers learning this plane!” Cap yells. “I bet I can tell you things YOU don't know about her.”

You do that, Captain,” Rogg blusters.
“Where's the compartment for the song-chi located?”
“Song-chi? SONG-chi?! That infernal new-fangled plug-in to listen to that rattle young folks 

call music? Er uh … wellllllll …”
“Sir, I will be boarding the plane in 20 minutes,” she laughs. “Hope my RSO can find his song-

chi! Hahaha!”
Eighteen minutes and 50 seconds later, the Captain exits in her flight suit. There are no 

cameras, no paparazzi, no governmental media for this test. It is strictly an in-Sirref Regional run-
through to give actual facts and figures to engineering theories. All that is fine with the Kasi's pilot. 
She just wants to get airborne!

A rev of the holographic propeller visibly displaying on the Kasi's nose section, an ages-old luck 
superstition of even today's pilots, a thumbs-up between Cap and the tower, and all is set.

With Rogg at his rear cockpit now, the prototype super-jet slowly but surely begins to defy 
Nguvu gravity and head into that “wild purple yonder”!

For the better part of an hour, everything back at Flight Control Alpha is calm, the controllers 
talking domestic woes and jungle lore rather than seriously stressing over Rogg and Cap. Even though 
she is new to the facility, these men and women work together as a team and trust in both pilots could 
not be more firm. 

But suddenly, faster than smoke through a keyhole, at its assigned flight path furthest from the 
Sirref base, another flying craft – unidentified – enters the radar screen. Its trajectory indicates it will 
cross paths with the Kasi in less than a minute at current speeds.

Sirens blare on the base and controllers on prime and emergency bans try to contact the flight 
crew, but to no avail. The duo has not been out of communications since takeoff, but some exotic 
energy wave being given off by the UFO is breaking up any Kasi broadcast.

Meanwhile, on the super-jet, Cap and her RSO are both aware of their situation. It is now her 
piloting expertise will come to bare, diverting the multi-ton flying hunk of chuma'nguma metal 
known as the Kasi from its maiden flight to a tad north.

She does so just as the alien craft comes within a eneo'ju dog hair of knocking the brand new 
Kasi I out of the skies of Uzuri'peke.



ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ-BRAKKA-BOOOM!!!
Both aircraft crash fast and hard in the denseness of the jungle's center, trees and the salty but 

small Trypaj Lake acting as the best cushions imaginable. 
But Lady Death has claimed a prize …
“LEN?! Godfather??!” the daughter of Rogg's best friend screams, already knowing his spirit 

has left this plane for the Jungle Kubwa, the Great Sky Jungle. His body is stuck in  its tandem cockpit, 
and try as she might she cannot dislodge the body of her beloved mentor.

Cap frees herself from the massive bent metal that was once the Kasi and makes her way 
to…something. As a pilot, she is fascinated by this truly alien craft. As a person of ordinary experience, 
she's scared to death! She wades as best she can across the downed jungle trees and through the 
mucky Trypaj toward shore, but as she passes the craft that ended her friend's life a circular doorway 
slides open, almost like an onion unpeeling itself from inside. 

Out steps a being – obviously alien, male in appearance – clad in an unfamiliar uniform of blue 
and gold, a gleaming helmet dropping from his hands as he falls into the small body of water with a 
splash.

She races to get to his side. She will not let Death claim a second victim, be he from Nguvu, its 
dark quartersphere, or the Land of Oz. No more dying on my watch, she thinks.

The female drags the large alien toward the jut of land in front of her, slowly, inexorably. He 
breathes, which is a bonus, she thinks. And he is still breathing, even better. Then suddenly her 
thoughts are not the only ones inside her head.

“I am … Rus Niba,” a voice – is it a voice? – seems to say inside her head, and with much effort. A 
heartbeat passes. “I am … Rus Niba. And I … I … thank you ...”

“Just rest, Rus Niba,” the young pilot says to him verbally, trying not to think of the 
repercussions of the failed Kasi run-through … not even allowing herself to ponder her dead mentor in 
the aircraft's sinking hulk – How will she tell her father? “Just rest ...”

The alien's thoughts continue: “I am … Rus Niba of the Nova Corps, an intergalactic police 
force. While on patrol, I was … was attacked and pursued by the being known as Noigel … had to warn 
those on Xandar ...” His breath is becoming shallow.

“Just relax … my people will be here soon ...” 
“No time … no time. I see you are … are a good person, your heart is … is pure and right,” Rus 

Niba teeps. “I must tell you … tell you, girl, about the life you will be leading, that with great power 
comes great responsibility ...”

“Huh?”
And of a sudden, the mind of the pilot is filled with cosmic wonder. She knows of the Nova 

Corps, of Rus Niba's mission and of his powers. 
She now HAS those powers!
She removes the alien's helmet, closes his eyes and whispers in what she hopes was once his 

ear: “I understand. I will not fail you. Or the universe.”
It was not long at all before this young pilot was no longer on the planet of Nguvu, no longer a 

“captain”. She was a proud member of the Nova Corps, with the rank of Denarian, making her life on 
faraway Xandar.

And then it all went kaboom!

Throneworld, the Threlkellian Empire. Dimensions distant and years later ...

On the volcanic planet called Threlkel, science not war has been the general order of the day.

At least since warrior king Traven took the Empire in his strong but noble grip not too many 
bleems after the last of the active boom darts -- aka nukes -- blew up traitorous Cripton.

Now, in his great and open palace, Traven brings down his enchanted sword Memorell upon a 



gigantic round table, bringing to order the Circle of Allies, those who fought together to save the 
homeworld from the renegade Olympians under the command of the late Warlord Kwang.

“Order! Order!” says Emperor Traven as Eorge Wellton, king of the planet proper sitting to his 
right, gives several delegations a cold stare. “Order!”

"The honored representative of the Bluecher has the floor."
The great dra'al (chieftain) Hromkrr arises among his Bluecher fellows, an air of respect felt 

around the great table for Threlkel's staunchest ally and planetary kingdom which suffered the most 
casualties during the Olympian Incursion.

“O Great Traven, I fail to see what we have to discuss here,” Hromkrr states in an echoing voice, 
the half-moon symbol above his brow glowing crimson.

“These -- these green madmen -- these Orthgons have proven themselves utterly incapable of 
adapting to any civilized existence. One way or another, this recent surge of banditry and lawlessness 
across the Empire on their part MUST be brought to an end!”

“We of I'rhjats never trusted the green people,” says King Flor Tkutjn. “I am only too sorry our 
suspicions were well founded.”

“Watch your tongue, yellow man,” threatens one of the Orthgon entourage.
Andros, King of Orthgona, regally stands among his “green madmen” and bids his fellow to 

yield, which he most certainly does.
“The growing restlessness of the tribes concerns me too!” Andros shouts across the chamber. “But I 
am committed to …”

“ 'Growing restlessness?' That's a fine way of putting it. You dissimulate like a first born, 
Andros!” comes a strangely loud call of an Orthgon from the gallery.

“Hold!” Tkutjn says. “I propose a resolution! The green people will cease all attacks against the 
other races of the Threlkellian Empire. Immediately! And if they do not, the civilized nations will take it 
upon themselves to exterminate every last one of them!”

“Here, here!” a member of Hromkrr's delegation yells.
“I am already taking severe measures against the trouble-makers among my kind,” Andros 

says. “But I cannot possibly guarantee all incidents will cease 'immediately.' Surely you can see that?”
“Did you hear that? Andros ADMITTED it!” screams Tkutjn. “He admitted he has no control 

over the green hordes!”
“I said no such thing!!” Andros cries.
Posturing, Tkutjn declares to Andros: “Threlkel will never have peace until his people are wiped 

out once and for all!”
“Hrah!!” Andros snarls, leaping at Tkutjn.
Andros, nay!” yells the Emperor as palace guards separate the rulers and their fellows.
“Bastard king! You will regret those words!!” Andros cries, a guard's muscled body and spear 

separating his emerald form from the yellow physique of Tkutjn.
“You greens are all alike!” a restrained Tkutjn decrees. “Violence is all you know! That's all you'll 

ever know!”
A silent Wellton looks to Traven at his left, still seated. The Emperor's head is smashed into one 

hand.
“The Circle is in recess!” Wellton finally declares after a telepathic suggestion from Zavar, 

present ruler of sanctioned Olympia.

*****

Later that day, in the heart of the kingdom's market square, Emperor Traven walks with one of his 

favored wives, Generosa, and Denarian (aka Nova), deputy praetor of the elite super-army known as 
the Star Blazers.

“Well, THAT could've gone better,” Traven smiles, arm-in-arm with Generosa. “I don't know 



what I was thinking when I established this 'Circle of Allies.' Where is that Wonder Worlock when I need 
him? I think it was HIS idea. Hah! Yes, I am sure it was the Dark Mage ...”

“Give it time, my husband.”
“Generosa, you still haven't said where you're taking us,” Traven says.
You'll see in a moment!” she says.
“If only we knew WHY the Orthgons are reverting to their bad old habits ...”
“Whatever the reason,” Nova chimes in, to the surprise of the royal couple, “we must find a way 

to mitigate the disaster in the plenary session today.”
“Denarian, Andros was provoked,” Traven says. “I could have smashed that royal yellow 

braggart myself.”
“Be that as it may, Andros' actions play right into the hands of the I'rhjats and the Bluechers,” 

Nova says, and quite frankly. “Your pardon, majesties, but they could very well abandon the Circle if 
they don't get their resolution passed. It's only a matter of time before they form their own alliance 
and perhaps even declare war within the Empire. Remember Olympia ... and what you have told me of 
Cripton."

“Then what are you suggesting?” asks the Emperor. “That we go along with their plan of 
exterminating the Orthgons? Pah!”

“I don't like it, either, Your Highness, and it certainly is not my place to proffer opinion,” the 
warrior woman says. “But there are a lot of Star Blazers, and we see this realm's big picture better than 
most. The people of the Threlkellian Empire want this 'green menace' dealt with ... "

Generosa interrupts the theoretical politics as the trio turn a corner in the square: “We have 
arrived! This is why I brought you here ... Say hello to Selah.”

Under a polled canvas, well protected from the blaring noon-day energy rings, is the daughter 
of Andros ... holding her sheltered egg.  Denarian raises an eyebrow under her golden helmet.

“Emperor, Generosa.”
“Selah!” says the stunned Traven. Generosa presents a suddenly shy Nova to Selah, and both 

exchange deep head nods in the Orthgonian custom.
“Please don't be too angry with Andros, Emperor,” Selah says. “Father feels terrible about 

losing control in the council chamber.”
“Alright, my dear,” Traven says, non-committal. “How is your egg?”
“It quivers more and more with each passing revolution,” Selah says. “Andros will be a 

grandfather before long.”
“How happy that makes me,” Generosa says, petting Selah's head. “Forgive us for disturbing 

you.”
Leaving the tent, Generosa says to Nova: "Selah took care of me, Denarian. Protected me 

when I was a captive among her kind. She is more of courage, love, strength and nobility than anyone I 
have ever known. The green people can become part of this greater society we're trying to build. Selah 
is proof of that. Denarian, if the brown-skinned people of your world lived in this Empire, wouldn't you 
want the same for them? Would you want them judged by past mistakes? What of Threlkel's use of 
nukes? Should we judge our present peace on those faraway days of violence? Have we not learned 
the Lesson of Cripton? We must fight for Selah! We must never succumb to the prejudices of the past.”

“I -- Generosa, I am ashamed we ever considered ...” The transplanted Star Blazer from another 
universe falls to her very knees before her queen … or one of her queens. “Majesty, forgive me.”

“There's no need, Denarian, my friend,” she says, bidding the hero to rise. 
“I know you just want what's best for Threlkel. The same as Traven and myself.”
“But what if it DOES come to war with the Bluechers and the I'rhjats?” asks Nova.
“Easy, Deputy Praetor,” Traven smiles. “We win.”

****



The Threlkellian dimension, in the days before King Krom's ascent.

The planet of Orthgona, chief world of the Orthgon Solar Imperium (itself a part of the great 
Threlkellian Empire), spins about a common yellow sun called Threlvon. On its lush surface, thick 
jungles and forests rise toward Threlvon's warmth, creating a world whose appearance is emerald 
from spaceside.

Even her people are green!
The Orthgons are typically 12 feet tall, have four arms, and eyes mounted on the side of their 

heads. They are of a general nature barbaric and nomadic, rarely form families, have little concept for 
friendship or love and enjoy inflicting torture upon their victims, a practice Emperor Traven frowns 
upon.

Their social structure is highly communal and rigidly hierarchical, consisting of various levels of 
chiefs across the Imperium, with the highest office of king obtained by mortal combat.
In the entire Imperium, none is mightier than King Andros!

The current ire of Threlkel, its inhabitants have inexplicably taken to their old ways of banditry 
and lawlessness across the Empire. Andros has promised relief to his fellow worlds, but something 
totally different is now ongoing in the Palace Royal.

In a secret chamber below the dungeon, Andros brings together a long-brewing plot to shower 
Orthgona with the untapped riches of the newest planet in the Threlkel dimension: Microsha. 

Not so many cycles ago, in the solar system around the star Helios -- full-blown and already 
populated with those known as the Subatomics – appeared the world of Microsha, blooming like a 
flower as it grew out of its microscopic universe, for all of the Threlkellian Empire to see. Many were 
the plots to enslave these native Subatomics, a people so naïve, so happy to even be acknowledged as 
a group and as individuals.

Standing in their way? One person: Denarian, the woman called Nova, member of the elite 
imperial army known as the Star Blazers! But now, seated before King Andros is Denarian herself, she 
who verbally cast her lot before her emperor and queen this very morning against the green populace 
of Orthgona.

Her sometimes residency on the Threlvon world has been a well-kept confidence among 
Andros and but a few top Orthgon officials since she fell from the stars in the Threlkellian desert and 
was discovered by Andros' royal party, on its way from Traven's palace.

"All these years, Denarian,” Andros says, “all these years and no one – not the Emperor, not the 
great scientist Java Lyn, not the superwoman Prima Dona, not even the 'GREAT' telepath Zavar, no 
one! – has known about our … er uh, 'alliance.'”

He whispers in her unflinching ear: “not even you.”
“Now, my daughter," Andros says, “the word is finally given to you. It is a word I once heard the 

sorcerer say in battle, that black-clad friend of Traven, the Wonder Worlock. An exotic word, a 
beautiful word whose real meaning is, I am afraid, unknown even by me or my seers. It is the word you 
have awaited since you fell from a star you call Xandar.

“The word is finally given my daughter ...” Denarian unexpectedly interrupts.
"But, Sire ..." says Nova, a girl with the heart of a hero.
“Zootalaris,” Andros mutters into the unhelmeted female's right ear.
“Now, Sire?” she asks, almost brainlessly, appearing to be in a trance. “Now?”
"Now." Andros says. "Now!" 
And again, as has occurred for the last few months, radiant beams of azure light from her body 

envelop diverse natives of Orthgona, wherever in the vastness of the Empire they might be. It is a use 
of the Nova Force no one, not even the great minds of Xandar itself, have ever foreseen or guessed at, 
no matter where the universe.

There have been few men like Andros, whose lineage of paternal science and maternal 



alchemy dates back before even the age when Traven's enchanted sword Memorell was forged. His 
discovery of this aspect of the Nova Force occurred a mere two years after Nova had joined, at his 
covert sponsoring, the pearl in the Empire's crown: The Star Blazers!

As the bastardized Nova Force energies reach out from Denarian, it brings a great evil, a great 
madness about the Orthgons, embellishing emotions and ritualistic habits they have been trying to 
put into their cultural collective past.

“Rob, lie, cheat, steal, murder!” the Orthgon ruler mutters to the force pouring out of Nova as if 
it were a living thing. And perhaps it is.

"Oh, Your Majesty ..." Nova moans in the dank emptiness.
“I know of your great achievements among Emperor Traven's elite army, and all the people are 

proud!” Andros says. “But, recall it in your waking hours or not, you and I have been working on this so 
long, my child. With the Empire scouring the four corners of the galaxy for outlaw Orthgons, my plan 
to invade and extract the riches of those simpletons on Microsha will go all but unnoticed! 
Bwahahahaha!”

And the monarch speaks true, for the recent focus of Traven and all member worlds of the 
Circle of Allies has indeed been the so-called “green menace.” All over the Empire, the greens have 
seemingly gone mad: tribal rages, commune slaughters, cases of rape, maiming and even isolated 
murders.

The irony, which Andros appreciates, is that no green is mindful of why they are doing these 
evils, reverting to past habits.

Who would guess a little brown girl with a big gold helmet in my sanctum is responsible? 
Andros thinks.

The prize: the unmined riches of a once-subatomic world! Unknown treasures and resources 
beyond the dreams of avarice!

The dunes of northern Threlkel, on the eve of Demarian's arrival. 

She slumps down within a sheltering foxhole of her own creation, the darkness blessedly cool around 

her. There is no wind, no animal movement – and barely a heartbeat. This stranger, newly arrived to 
this dimension and this world from … where? She does not remember. Walking, walking, walking 
across the eternal stretch of scorching sands, invisible sweat under a golden metallic helmet dripping 
under odd glowing rings as they shine down from the sky like sweltering suns.

Now, in her hidey-hole, she thinks of the coolness of space, of running, of a place called Xandar 
that is no more, far away.

She mutters one word, one that sounds foreign to her: “… Zorr …”
And then Denarian, the last surviving Nova Corps member of Universe 2814, is asleep under the 

stars of the desert world called Threlkel.
She does not see the silhouettes of strangers approaching from the east.
“I am telling you, Vizier, some day the Emperor is going to go too far,” says King Andros to his 

silent adviser, his body rising and falling on his beasts of burden. “And that obnoxious Java Lynn! Why 
does Traven tolerate that bastard Olympian? Why, the Oracles of  Orthgona from my mother's tribe 
could accomplish in 10 minutes with alchemy what it takes those so-called 'scientists' of Olympia ...”

“Beware, Your Magesty, beware,” the Vizier, on foot, warns. “It is rumored Traven's counsel 
Zavar the telepath has psionic 'buoys' all over creation … in this desert and beyond! I … 
oooooofffff!!!!!!”

CLUMP!
The troupe stops its long journey from Traven's palace to the nearest Orthgon transport center 

as Andros dismounts his hi'opsys – a primitive type of camel, almost –  to discover the safety of his 
valued adviser.



“Vizier? Vizier! Are you…why, what is this? By my trough!” Andros exclaims to the men and 
women of his long caravan, helping his counsel out of the deep hole into which he has fallen and then 
seeing a lithe body underneath the aged Vizier. “It's a girl, and she seems in most deep slumber, 
almost a coma. Her strange blue and yellow uniform is in tatters, but her helmet is 
unharmed…strange clothes these for walking in the desert dunes of Threlkel in the evening. And her 
skin…brown! Lighter by far than the people of Kandrell's southern continent, but darker than those of 
Olympia or even desert-side Threlkel .., and certainly darker than those yellow men of I'rhjats!”

Never one to waste an opportunity presented by their gods, the Orthgon king draws a 
pentagram in the sands of the nighttime desert, claps his hands as torch bearers plant their 
illuminating beacons in the pentagram's center, and – like his mother and her mother before her, and 
so on – Andros chants.

And as he does, the ruler can feel the vast power emanating within the unconscious Denarian.
“Zounds!” Andros exclaims, raising all four of his arms up in shock and glee. “What treasure has 

the gods presented me this night, apparently fallen from the firmament itself?”
“Shall we … shall we take the child to Orthgona, Highness?” Vizier says, straightening his 

many-layered desert apparel.
“No no, we will bide our time with this beauty,” Andros says as he schemes. “For now, I place 

two hypnotic suggestions in her mind, as my grandmother once showed me: one to answer my call 
and come to Orthgona or wherever I might be as I need her; and the second a very special word which 
will release the whirlwind one day!

“Vizier, take those four callus-free hands of yours and assist my men in loading the rear litter 
with her. We return to the great open palace of Emperor Traven!”

“But Sire, surely ...”
“No, Vizier, not to Orthgona, to Traven's palace with her!” Andros laughs. “For where is the best 

place to hide one's valuables but out in the open, where they can be seen, right underneath the 
barbarian nose of the person from whom you are hiding it!”

She does not wake as the strangers carry her from the desert, now swallowed by the blackened 
skies. That was then … 

Years later...

Olympia rotates around the star Helios in opposite orbit to its newest neighbor Microsha. Home of 

the headquarters of the Star Blazers, praetor Prima Dona puts a team of elite soldiers through their 
paces.

Outside, in the Garden of Nirvana, King Zavar relaxes his powerful telepathic mind amidst the 
flora of this world.

BOOOM!
But then, through a self-made stargate soars late arrival (as usual) Nova, breaking the sound 

barrier by accident in her haste.
As she silently bows before her third king today (having seen Traven and Andros earlier in the 

morning), Nova inadvertently relaxes the powerful psi-shields placed in her mind by Andros.
Suddenly, in a garden of peace, Zavar's bald head flares white-hot like a newborn star!
The powerful telepath uses his mind to stop the unhelmeted Denarian in her tracks, a 

temporary statue amid the fountains, as his talent reaches out and into her mind. His psi-self battles 
translucent, ghostly hands -- gripping, clutching – and jungles of cobalt vines which crawl and cling.

But Zavar will not be stayed by what he fails to recognize as Orthgon mysticism, and thus he 
bursts through the SB's mental defenses ... eventually.

What he learns chills his physical self to the bone.
"Smoke!" Zavar verbally summons the SB teleporter, who arrives silently. "I am exhausted ... 



my mind ... Emperor immediately ..."
"Sire?" Smoke waits patiently.
The battle has exhausted the monarch, so he tries verbally to communicate his thoughts but 

fails. In one powerful mental burst, it all hits Smoke's mind.
"By Memorell!" a startled Smoke says, disappearing from Olympia and reappearing on Threlkel 

almost simultaneously.
"Your Highness!" Smoke summons her Emperor, who with Generosa and several other wives is 

playing with Traven's army of children nearby.
The news is not good.

Orthgona.

The air cracks and breaks, literally, on Orthgona as the warrior king Traven steps through the 
hole in space his enchanted blade has carved. This feeling of betrayal is personal so Traven will take 
care of this himself.

"Andros!" the Emperor's piercing voice shouts. "How many times has the Circle of Allies said 
thee nay on your asinine, selfish proposals for Microsha? And you would subjugate your own people so 
that 'green menace' has become a battle cry of undeserved prejudice and racism? You would use an 
innocent from a foreign realm? How is this mess to be cleaned up, coward?"

"Coward?!" hisses Andros, leaping from a balcony above Traven's head. The hulking Orthgon's 
four arms put Traven in a strong bear hug, but the sword swinger is a warrior born!

Quickly, Traven throws the green form off his muscled physique and stabs at the Orthgon king 
with Memorell. His thrust is met with a blade of equal weight and a smile appears on Traven's face. It 
has been a long time since Memorell has met a worthy opponent in battle.

For the next few moments, the Emperor is lost in the sheer joy of sword fighting and boyhood 
memories. Meanwhile, Andros is absent two of his six limbs and, pretty soon, has an ebony blade 
sticking in his heart like an Echelon pig.

Thelkel, several weeks later...

As the Circle of Allies comes together for an unscheduled session, Eorge Wellton reports for a silent 

Traven on the business of the day, including a complete and successful mental cleansing by King Zavar 
of the distraught mind-slave Nova, the collective apology from the Orthgon Imperium to the Circle 
and that body's acceptance, and the recent winning by mortal combat of the title "king of Orthgon" by 
Krom of Kellee.

The 12-foot green ruler rises to great applause by most of the Circle.
"King Wellton?"
"The honored representative of the I'rhjats has the floor."
"At this time," King Flor Tkutjn begins, "and in keeping with the honorable co-Chair's report 

preceding, the people of I'rhjats hereby formally withdraws our resolution of session last."
Tkutjn's request is approved by the Circle as the yellow monarch walks across the chamber 

floor to put his arm around the high, high shoulder of Krom.
As he does, the emerald war-hardened king, newly crowned, says to Tkutjn: "You know, milord, 

it's not easy being green."

END 





t had been a few days since the funeral of Michael Jeffries. Speedball remembered it well. And here 
he found himself standing over the gravestone that marked where Mike's body had been buried. INot as Speedball, because too many people would be asking questions about whom Mike really 

was if they saw Speedball walking around his grave, but as Robbie Baldwin. He couldn't help but think 
back to the first time he met Mike, back when that syrupy black darkforce gunk had washed over 
Manhattan. Mike had been playing Turbo, and Robbie remembered him as not much more than a 
dork. He never really shook that impression of Mike either, even after Mike had begun to hang around 
more after his counterpart, Mickey Musashi, also Turbo (they shared the costume and helmet), 
officially joined.

It was strange explaining what had happened to Mike to the Jeffries family, why there was 
suddenly this lifeless pile of dead tissue that resembled their son lying in their living room. Robbie had 
been there when Mickey tried to tell them, for support. She couldn't really say it was some alien 
creature that had sucked the life out of him so that it could impersonate him. They'd take that a little 
hard. So she'd told them that Mike had been keeping some sort of secret about how he had contracted 
a very strange disease and had gone to a medical clinic only to find out that the disease was unheard of 
and incurable. They hardly bought that, but what other rational explanation could there be? Certainly 
not aliens.

Robbie looked down at the grave, at the words etched out in cracked, imperfect stone. 'Son. 
Brother. Hero.' These were three words that, to Robbie, summed Mike up nicely. Mickey fought to 
have the word 'hero' included on the gravestone. Nobody else would understand the hidden meaning 
behind that word. But to the ones who knew him, they knew what it meant.

And that led to the here and now, and Robbie standing and thinking back. He came here mostly 
because this sort of thing worried him. He never really thought much about death until that incident, 
but it was a big part of the superhero biz. Mike wasn't really a friend to Robbie the way the others were, 
but he found himself coming here anyway. Just this once. If for nothing else than to say goodbye. And 
something Mickey had told him about Mike's grave was something he could finally feel: Robbie could 
sense Mike standing right there beside him, leaning comfortably on his shoulder with one arm, 
looking at the gravestone in appreciation.

Night Thrasher—Mysterious weapon against crime!   Kymaera—Hybrid Atlantean!    Nova—The Human Rocket! 
Speedball—Bouncing bundle of energy!   Rage—Urban Avenger!   Turbo—The human torpedo!   Hindsight—Cyber geek!   Timeslip—Time bender!

Together they are the next generation in super team excitement!

St. Joseph's Cemetery. Long Island, New York

Meanwhile, in a cleverly concealed high-tech laboratory in Manhattan... 

The Thinker sat at his chair, his hands meeting only at fingertips that were spread in front of his mouth. 
This was the only room in the whole house that looked relatively normal, if not messy. It was his den. 
And in his den he stared out into the night sky through a window that overlooked a street. It was this 
room that he forbade Primus, his android assistant, to enter when the curtains weren't blocking the 
window. He drew a deep breath and felt the warm air against his hands.

They were late. By almost six-and-a-half minutes. It was just like kids to be so irresponsible. But 
he had to keep reminding himself that sometimes the world just didn't operate inside his tight 
schedule.

He had watched the battle between the New Warriors and Volx, not much surprised by the 
outcome. He knew that Michael Jeffries, the one who had found the Torpedo costume, was killed by 
Volx, who posed as a member of his family. Volx sought the Torpedo costume, for it was an immense 
weapon. As Jeffries, Volx trailed the costume to the New Warriors' Crash Pad headquarters, where she 
revealed herself after having acquired the costume. She escaped in Smartship Friday. She was later 
found, and the New Warriors had to shoot Friday out of the sky to stop her. Volx died during that battle 
when Night Thrasher stabbed her with a blade through her head, but not after her weapon, the 



neoneutralizer had temporarily stolen each of the New Warriors' powers, and possibly permanently 
stolen Timeslip's. This neoneutralizer was supposed to rob each human of his or her super powers, 
making Earth ripe for conquest. And that's why the Thinker needed it: to cure his nephew.

A knock at the door! Not so much a knock than someone putting his leg through it and bashing 
it open. The door slammed against the wall with enough force to pull it off its hinges, but thankfully it 
didn't. The Thinker rose from his chair and calmly closed the blinds. He couldn't really have people 
seeing his guests traipsing around his house.

“Guests are here,” he heard Primus call from an adjacent room.
The guests pounded their way into the Thinker's den. Surprisingly neither was wearing his 

costume, but then again, why would they? The Thinker knew their identities, anyway. The last time 
they were here, they had their costumes on, but they also had a blue-skinned, six-foot Atlantean with 
them. This time they could be a little more inconspicuous.

Both were tall. The larger one stood about a good foot taller than the other did, about six feet 
and a few inches. Behind him he dragged a huge contraption that hardly even fit through the hall. It 
was almost cylindrical, and was scratching up his wooden flooring. The huge one knocked over a table 
with a vase sitting on it as he walked past, shattering it into more pieces than the Thinker cared to 
count when it hit the floor.

“That was my Grandmother's vase,” the Thinker said with much disdain.
“It was nice,” Elvin Haliday, the one dragging the huge contraption ruthlessly across the floor, 

said.
“We're here,” Dwayne Taylor spoke as they both stopped, having reached the Thinker.
“I can see that,” the Thinker responded. “Where have you been?”
“On our way,” Dwayne said. “Here's your neoneutralizer.” He stepped aside and motioned to 

behind him with a sweep of his hands.
The Thinker looked at the contraption. “It looks smaller than what I've seen on my surveillance. 

I assume this is the mechanism that neutralizes powers stripped from its casing.”
“It's not exactly somethin' you can fit into the trunk of a car,” Elvin said.
“I'm not complaining, just observing,” the Thinker responded. “How did you get it here?”
Elvin hoisted his shoulder up and motioned at the neoneutralizer with his head, indicating he'd 

dragged it the whole way. “How else?”
“Of course,” the Thinker replied. So much for being inconspicuous. “Wake any of the 

neighbours?”
“In this city, that would be—” Elvin interrupted himself by breaking out into a loud fit of 

laughter.
The Thinker watched him, puzzled, before asking, “What happened to him?”
“He still can't get over that 'Uncle Thinker' thing,” Dwayne responded. “But enough of this. We 

came with what you needed. Now how can we trust you won't end up neutralizing the whole planet 
like Volx tried?”

“Trust,” The Thinker said aloud. “You want trust.” He looked up at Dwayne, not surprised at the 
question. In fact, he should have anticipated it. But Night Thrasher was right. There was a certain 
amount of trust that was needed in this situation. And after all the New Warriors had done to help him 
in getting this neoneutralizer, maybe a little bit of trust was allowable. It could help to soften them up, 
to give them back that youthful exuberance they needed in order to accept his nephew David if the 
neoneutralizer, for some reason, didn't neutralize everything. So no Keith Dramn, no Ken Hirt, just 
trust.

He extended his hand in a friendly manner and said, “My name is Harold Richter.”

*****



 The Crash Pad training room. 

“Oof!”
Hindsight hit a padded wall and fell to the ground with a thump, the wind knocked out of him 

almost entirely. He was wearing the Torpedo suit, and in the few days since first putting it on, he hadn't 
improved a bit. He picked himself up with weak hands, surprised at how much energy was required 
when using the Torpedo suit. Most of it was needed just to get up after hitting something huge and 
hard, like a wall or Rage (thankfully he hadn't done that twice).

“This is hard,” he said as he dusted the costume off.
“I told you it would be,” Mickey replied. Mickey was the usual wearer of the Torpedo suit, but 

had agreed to share it with Hindsight. “Some people need a lot of practice.”
“I'm a bit tired, “ Hindsight replied. “I'm going to hit the showers. “ He began removing the 

costume, first the helmet, then the bodysuit. Underneath he wore his regular costume, a red jumpsuit 
with yellow markings. He left the Torpedo suit on a bench nearby. “You want to give it a go for a bit?”

“No!” Mickey replied, rather louder than she had expected it to come out.
“Okay then,” Hindsight responded before making his way to the shower room. He was gone.
And that left Mickey in the training room alone. With the costume. She looked over to it, and 

actually approached it, looking down into the eyepiece of the mask. The black body suit trailed away 
from the mask in a downward direction. And all she could think of when looking at the costume was 
how Volx, posing as Michael Jeffries, had put it on and turned toward the team with evil in her eyes, 
how her jagged teeth grew out, wearing a devilish grin. Her tongue slithered across her lips. Mickey 
couldn't bring herself to put the armour back on after having seen what she thought was her friend 
metamorphose into that beast.

She quickly turned away from the armour and swiped at it blindly with one arm. She hit the 
helmet and it fell off the bench and clanged onto the floor. She walked out quickly, without giving the 
armour a second look.

Somewhere off the coast of Manhattan. 

Richard Rider stood on the edge of a ferry, looking out at the waves. He liked to look down and see the 
white, rushing water ripple out in disturbed semicircles from the motor as it pushed the boat forward. 
Next to him stood his teammate Kymaera, covered up as much as possible so that no one would 
recognize her as something other than human. She felt hot and dehydrated, a bit weakened, but it 
was nothing she couldn't handle. Even just the wind off the water energized her, probably in nothing 
more than a psychological way, but it helped.

In one hand, Rich held a golden-coloured urn that glinted as the sunlight caught it. The urn 
contained the ashes of Garthan Saal, a fellow Xandarian who had been killed in combat with Volx. He 
felt weird about this. He had hated Saal up until a few days ago when he turned out to be one of the 
good guys. He jumped onto Volx when he thought Earth's future looked grim and died because of 
that, but not before passing the Nova force back into Rich. But what was even weirder was that, when 
he went to Reed Richards and asked him to burn Saal's body, and Richards asked if he wanted the 
ashes sent into space, Rich knew that Saal would rather rest on the planet he died protecting.

Kymaera took a step forward. The pink shawl and sunglasses covering her face and head made 
her sweat a little, but it was important that no one see her blue skin. “You ready?” she asked, knowing 
fully that he wasn't.

“I've never done this before,” Rich replied. “I mean, spreading ashes. How do you do it? Just let 
it go?”

“I've never done it, either,” replied Kymaera. “All the people I've known have been buried at sea. 
I think you open it up and let the ashes blow out.”

“Isn't that a bit simple?”
“Suffering shad, not everything has to be so complicated.”



“Okay, okay, I'll just do it.” He twisted the urn open and, closing his eyes, slowly tipped it until 
the ashes began pouring out. They were suddenly caught in the wind and spread out like a swarm of 
bees over an open field. Rich opened his eyes and shook the last remaining specks out.

“There,” Kymaera said. “That wasn't so hard now, was it?”
Rich thought for a while. And a smile crept onto his face. “No, actually. It wasn't.”
“Good,” Kymaera replied. “Now just sit down and enjoy the ride.”
Rich sat back in a wooden chair, and Kymaera sat next to him. And, for the first time in a very 

long time, Rich felt comfortable knowing that he was the only Nova, and that now, more than ever, 
there was work to be done back on Xandar.

“They blasted Friday?” Julie Power asked.
“Yeah, they did,” Alex replied, the eldest of the Power kids. For days, his siblings had been 

bugging him about what had happened that night he'd been gone and had not told them where he 
was. The truth was that he'd been in space, but he didn't want to tell them. He'd waited until now, 
keeping back from them what the New Warriors had done. He knew it was Justice who'd moved his 
mini-pod out of the way, but what he did mirrored what the rest of them had felt needed to be done: 
blast Friday to smithereens in order to kill Volx. And now they were sitting in a room in their 
apartment, almost unfurnished except for a green couch against one wall and a desk against the 
opposite one. Curtains spread falling over a window behind the couch. Katie, the youngest of the four, 
was out with their parents.

“Why didn't you tell us until now?” Julie asked. She was the second oldest.
“I don't know. I just didn't want you to be upset with me.”
“You didn't ride back with them, did you?” Jack, the third of the four kids asked.
“How else could I get back?” Alex replied. “Friday wasn't up to flying yet, and I didn't even know 

where we'd landed? All I knew is that there was snow! I had to leave Friday there all alone until he could 
repair himself enough to get home!”

“You messed up again, big brother,” Jack huffed as he ran out of the room.
Both Alex and Julie watched as he ran out. When he left Julie turned to Alex and asked, “Are you 

still with them?”
“No,” he replied. “I told them I quit. That I was angry about what happened to Friday.”
“What did they say about that?”
“Justice said he was sorry I felt that way, but that they did what they had to do. If they hadn't, 

nobody knows what would have happened to the world.”
“Let them be sorry, then,” Julie said. “They deserve it for blasting Friday.”
“He's okay now. It took a few days, but he's back to hiding in the river now that he's plugged all 

the leaks.”
“It doesn't matter. They did what they did and they need to be sorry.”
“What do you mean, Julie?”
She didn't answer right away. She just bit her upper lip in thought.

Meanwhile, in the upper west side apartment of the Power family.... 

 In Harlem, in a small apartment building... 

There was a knock at the door, three quick, steady raps that seemed as if they shook the whole house. 
“Coming!” Dahlia Flores called out, hoping the person on the other side of the door had heard her. She 
took a peek through the peephole embedded in her door and saw Elvin, dressed like a normal person, 
on the other side. It was a little bit late and she was in her housecoat, but she was really happy to see 
him. She yanked the door open and exclaimed, “Hi!”

“Hi, Dahlia,” he greeted. “How's Shanice?”
“She's doing fine. She's asleep right now. What are you doing here?” she asked, really trying not 



The New Warriors were gathered together, all except for Rage, who couldn't be there. He said he had 
something important to do and left it at that. Speedball bounced over the large, oval conference table 
in the middle of the room and snatched at the last doughnut. He bounced back into his seat and began 
chewing hungrily. It was weird eating in Speedball form, the food chunks bouncing all over the inside 
of his mouth, but it was cool. And the chewing experience had nothing on the swallowing experience! 
He looked to his left to Timeslip, his powerless teammate, and saw that she, too, was hungry. So he 
tore off a chunk and offered it to her. She accepted.

Situated around the table were Night Thrasher at the head, Kymaera, Nova, Speedball, 
Timeslip, Justice, Firestar, Hindsight, and Turbo. Everyone was in suit with the exception of Turbo.

Night Thrasher stood up and silenced the crowd in front of him by putting up a hand. “It's time 
we get down to business,” he spoke through the voice synthesizer in his helmet. “Rage won't be 
joining us today. He has something to take care of. I've only asked the core members to be here, so 
Chord, Sprocket, Dagger, and Darkhawk won't be joining us. So we're all here.”

“Okay, so what's the meeting about this time?” Nova asked as he leaned back in his chair.
“Leadership,” he replied. “I know that my being on this team doesn't automatically make me 

the leader, and I know there are some of you who probably still have an attitude toward me, so making 
me leader wouldn't make you followers. So, I've decided to open the floor. “ He paused for a second 
and looked around at the rest of the team. “Who do you want to be leader?”

“I nominate myself,” Speedball replied as he stood up from his chair, putting on a goofy grin 
and pointing at himself. Timeslip grabbed him and hoisted him back down onto his seat.

“I don't think it should be me,” Nova said. “I just got my powers back this past week.... An' Nita 
just got back from underwater. I think it should be Vance. Sorry, Toothpick.” Nova's long hair swayed 
as he glanced over at Speedball.

“I agree,” Kymaera added. “Even though I've been missing the whole time you've been leading, 
you haven't killed anybody. And that means you're good.”

Justice gave a kind of sheepish grin and looked over at Firestar before looking back to the rest. 
He addressed the crowd by panning his face across the room, and began, “Actually, Angel and I came 
to tell you all something. And now that we finally have you all in one place, we can. In light of our recent 
engagement, we've decided that it'd be best for us to step out for a while. We're not sure how long, but 
we need some time and space.”

A shocked expression came over the group; this was something that they hadn't expected! The 
room was filled with short gasps for a few moments before Nova spoke. “You want to leave?”

“We think it would be best,” Firestar added as she removed the visor that covered her eyes in a 
yellowish tint. “Even if we were to continue in the group right now, we'd be too preoccupied to give it 
our all. We have a lot of things to be planning for; and what with my powers making people sterile, I 
have more than just personal reasons for leaving. I need to find a way to make my powers less 
destructive.”

“We'll still be around,” Justice added, “but as far as being full-time members, we'll have to 
decline.”

Kymaera walked around the table and gave Firestar a pressing hug, saying, “Then we won't 
hold you back.”

“But that still leaves me being leader up in the air,” Speedball said. He finished the last of his half 
doughnut.

The Crash Pad, in Manhattan... 

to sound like she wasn't happy he was here.
“Uh,” Elvin stammered, searching for the right words. His heart was beating a mile a minute, it 

seemed, and it felt uncomfortable in his chest. “I have something to tell you. About how old I really 
am.”



Nova spoke up. “Then, hard as it is for me to admit it—”
“Here it comes,” Speedball said smiling.
“—I think Thrashman would be our best bet.”
“Didn't think it was coming,” Speedball whispered, supporting his head with his arm on the 

table and giving a half grin and a sigh.
Night Thrasher was shocked. “Rich, you're nominating me as leader? You've always had a 

problem with that!”
Nova looked up at him. “No secrets, no threats, no grudges. Remember?”
Night Thrasher looked up at the rest of the table, a hopeful expression that they were re-

accepting him hidden under his helmet. “What do the rest of you think?”
“You were my second choice,” Speedball responded.
“I've never met you,” Timeslip replied. “But I'm willing to give you a chance.” Hindsight nodded 

in approval.
“Well, it sounds fine to me,” Kymaera said. “Looks like you're in. Welcome back, Thrash.”
“But I still think we should call ourselves 'The Imbeciles', 'cause I still feel like one,” Nova added.

“Hey, Carlton!” Mickey called out as she entered the gym. “I thought we could—” He wasn't there. She 
thought he would be here practicing his Turbo techniques, but he was nowhere to be found. In fact, 
the Torpedo costume was still lying on the bench where they'd left it earlier that day. She guessed he'd 
been discouraged by not getting the hang of it after the first few days so he'd left it alone for a little 
while.

She approached the bench and looked down at the costume, seeing the helmet staring back up 
at her from the floor where it had fallen. She had to force the memories of Mike turning into that beast 
out of her mind, had to force herself to look down at the helmet. She picked it up and looked straight 
into the visor as a single tear trickled down her cheek. It wasn't so much the costume with which she 
had a problem. She realized it was the helmet. And she had to do something about her fear.

A few minutes later, a black-clothed figure could be seen rocketing out of the roof of the Crash 
Pad, on its way somewhere even the figure couldn't determine. Amidst the whirring of the loud turbo 
boosters, the figure had to fly somewhere, anywhere she'd been when Mike was still alive. She heard 
Paris was nice this time of year.

Within a room no one thought to look in, locked with what was assumed to be Hydra defenses, a 
rumbling sound began....

 On the bottom floor of the Crash Pad... 

 A few hours later... 

NEXT TIME: HOW DO THE MEMBERS OF 
PSIONEX FEEL ABOUT NOT HAVING A 
LEADER?





“That was rousing, Quill, couldn't have said it better myself. Except someone with an 
ounce of impartiality should be saying it, not the opposing Captain!”

“Point taken, Richie, but, hey, we're the only ones who know how to play beach 
volleyball.”

“No, I'm the only one who's got prior 'experience', unless you and the Master of the 
Sun were having a contest with Kip and J'son on some concrete strip on Sparta....in the 
middle of winter.”

“Ha ha, Christ, I hate it when you're having a light day. Give me snappy and in full 
blown 'I'm in charge and do as your asked' mode; you're more predictable.”

“It was your idea to have this tournament, comes with the consequences,” Rich said 
with a sly smile, adjusting his blue cyan sun shorts with their yellow eight point star motif on 
either side around his waist. Rich shifted his weight on his right foot, the emerald fine grains 
of sand rising between his toes, holding the ball firmly in his hands, ready to initiate the 
opening serve. “So let's get this done. Xander, it's over to you.”

Standing parallel to the three meter high net, dividing the sixteen by eight meter 
court, earmarked by pencil thin cyan blue laser light coming from four emitters placed on 
each corner was one of Mari's Recorders, Recorder Two, its yellow and white polycarbide 
exo-frame glinting in the light of the binary suns now at “three o'clock” in the afternoon sky. 

Night would fall in about three hours, a brief plunge into darkness as the paradise 
world had far faster rotation period than Earth or Zanthris Major. Less than four hours 
before another glorious day would dawn, the suns rising into an emerald hue sky behind a 
series of low level hills. Slopes capped with dense rainforest becoming palm trees with 
purple fronds marked the tree line along the kilometer long beach. The northern end was 
bordered by mushroom shaped rocks that slid into the tropical ocean while the southern 
end terminated against forty meter high cliffs beyond which were several headlands and 
smaller beaches and coves.

The Recorder's own AI was presently sharing head-space with Richard's Xandarian 
AI, Xander; which in the interests of fairness as acting referee had relinquished its neural 
nanomic link with Rich's consciousness. However, it hadn't abandoned its visual icon; 
hence the Recorder was presently wearing Rich's combat helmet, the eight point red star 
with that slight inflection crack over the left eye slit on the robot's slightly smaller 
humanoid head, wearing it at an acute angle that made it look as if it was punch drunk on 
too many successive rounds of Gah-Reha. 

Rich had reluctantly allowed Peter to brew a batch of synthetic Gah-Rela in the 
Adora's agroponic garden on Deck 86; on promise that it wouldn't be as intoxicating as the 
notorious Kree beverage that was banned in several Verge territories. Several caskets 
stood under a white dome, next to an area marked out by Hash Hound for his food 
preparation for the evening's barbeque.

“Gentlemen and Kika, before we commence a reminder of the basic rules: you must 

“Okay everyone this is it, the finale!” Peter Quill was shouting gleefully with a big grin 
across his face. “This isn't for fame or fortune, this is for the pride of deciding which Section 
comes out on top. We've whittled down the chaff and lowlifes – now languishing around 
soaking up rays, boosting their melanocytes – though I still won't bet if Swad Gamma will 
ever get a tan. So let's stick to the rules, have a good game and may the best pair win!”



not touch the net with any part of your body; any incursion will incur an immediate penalty. 
Also remain within the court boundary; any breakage of the laser line will incur a point to 
the opposing team. Open hand touches, tips and advice from those outside the court 
boundary will incur a penalty. Designated Captains may indicate when then wish to rotate 
at any time. This will be the best of three sets, with the team scoring fifteen points winning a 
set. In the event of a tie a...”

“We've got all that crammed into our heads, Xander,” Rich snapped. “Just sound the 
das't whistle and let's play.”

Peter still wasn't used to Xander's new vocal pattern. It sounded like a strict teacher or 
supervisor Harrelson back in his days at NASA. Rich was probably the same and he could 
see it in his body language. Rich's body was tense, his head now inclined away from the 
Recorder almost as if he was doing his utmost not to listen to the last remaining fragment of 
Xandarian culture, his personal loss was still apparent. No wonder Xandar had to change 
guide templates– it would be too much of a burden for his host to bear, considering recent 
circumstances....

Fifty minutes had passed, and both teams had played extremely competitively. They were 
nearing the end of the second set with Peter's team two points away from leveling the 
match. 

Rich had won the first set with consummate ease, with him and Kika practically 
blocking every move and counter move Peter and Sahmuq had thrown against them. 
Perhaps partly down to Peter's occasional scrutiny, or more accurately distraction, of Kika's 
slim muscular form and those delightful curves of her purple skin with those peaks of 
osseous material that flanked her temples and ran down her back down past her bikini line 
and thighs that was a trademark all Aloquentians possessed. The sight of those delightful 
curves has probably created a glitch in Peter's optical array which has led to several clumsy 
distractions and incurred numerous penalties.

Sahmuq just felt frustrated. After the end of set one, Sahmuq had had enough and 
teeped to Peter as they walked over to a small floating droid clutching a water dispenser.

“We're losing, getting humiliated and what was the das't point of that speech you 
gave? May the best side win; sure, Nova's got the edge here but come on, Sir, we're Spartoi! 
Fre'th the das't which Sector will win thing – this is for fame and glory! Think of that, think of 
the ladies! You may have a rep that's going over the chronosphere of some insignificant 
dwarf star that's lost its glimmer, but I've got a rep to keep. Where's the old never give in 
attitude you told me you had. You know, when you used to be Star-Lord. Sure, it's the 
bygone days but, Sir, you still have it and Commander Rider knows you have it, that's why 
he's making sure you lose. Even you can't stay Number Two forever.”

“You're das't right,” Quill nodded, taking another sip of cool water down his throat. 
He glanced over his shoulder to look at the opposition. Rich was taking a drink as well 
glancing at a particular member in the crowd sitting on a towel draped over a rocky 
formation with Father M and Mari Taal.

“Just look at him, Rich isn't even sweating.” Quill whispered, watching as Rich took a 
larger flask of water and held it over his head, letting the iced water flow over his brown hair 
with that Clark Kent curl, flowing over his face and down his body. He wasn't doing it to keep 



cool, he was doing it to entertain Ginger Jaye, formerly of San Francisco and before that 
Hempstead Long Island Earth, who momentarily lowered her sun shades and smiled 
before resuming her talk with Mari and Father M.

“We've gotta up our game plan, Sahmuq. If we let Rich and Kika crucify us in the next 
set, we're Acanti feed. It's time to turn things around.”

A ping-ping sound from Recorder Two triggered by Xander's internal universal time 
chronometer marked the end of the interlude. Sahmuq glanced at Peter with a sly smile as 
they passed back into the court. As set two commenced, it was clear to Rich and Kika that 
Peter and Sahmuq were suddenly more focused. As the set unfolded, the crowd too, 
spurred on by Ar-Cher who had been running a betting pool and had placed all his 
fusocredits on Quill to win, saw the sudden fortunes of the Head of Logistics rise to the fore. 
Even Mari stopped chatting with Ginger, her Rigellian cranium now fixed on the pastime 
that to her previously was nothing more than “frivolous”. 

Towards the end of the set, now with those two points firmly in sight, Peter's lucky 
streak became self apparent when using a dink play to send the ball slowly over the net 
ensured Rich's elbow glancing the net as he attempted to intercept it. Xander registered 
the fault.

“Are you firkin' serious?” Rich complained. “That was a trap! I saw the ball arc back 
momentarily, that wasn't a straight-forward traversal.”

“You absolutely sure, maybe your left foot sank into a mini sink hole pitching you 
forward – either way, that's a foul, a definitive foul, Richie.”

“Fault registered. Penalty incurred. Set point to play for,” Xander intoned.
“Never argue with an A.I., Rich, they're always spot on.”
“Fark!”
“Language, Richie, ladies and clergymen present. Though never get Kika upset; she's 

got a bluer vocabulary that most of the crew put together on any hard light simulation 
exercise.”

“Yeah, just ask Arch when I freth'ed his beloved shuttle. Still remember that day, 
sweet genes?” Sahmuq added.

“Still want that spanking,” Kika replied, the palm of her hand indicating a body signal 
that Sahmuq understood all too well.

“Any time,” Sahmuq said with a grin.
Both teams re-took their start positions in their respective zones and played the final 

rally to decide the set. Having incurred a penalty, Rich conceded the ball to Peter who used 
an opening overhand pass to give Sahmuq time to use an attack block when Rich and Kika 
responded, each using alternate swaps of blocking and spiking by using open palm hands 
or their elbows to drive the ball downwards. Rich often used his left, mirroring Kika's 
preferential right. 

On two occasions Rich and Peter came perilously close to the net or edge of the laser 
line but after some intense moves the ball finally touched the sand when Rich's 
concentration lapsed after Sahmuq used a roundhouse, adding momentum to the ball with 
a telekinetic curl to ensure Rich missed the ball's interception by several meters. The 
moment Xander awarded the points and the second set to him and Peter, Rich, still 
kneeling on the sand, grains sticking to his chin and five o'clock shadow, grunted and 



walked off the court to cool himself down.
“Got him on the ropes now”, Peter grinned as he gulped down some more water. “...but 

you realize he's onto us. Gonna be peeved when he realizes we're cheating!”
“We're not cheating, we're improvising. Just with an extra edge. I can keep the ball 

under control as long as you keep sending that resonance signal to ensure Xander doesn't 
know. Besides, how sure are you that Rider isn't using his gravimetrics? They're intrinsic to 
him; never off. He could be subconsciously deflecting gravitons to keep the ball going exactly 
where he wants it to go without realizing what he's doing. Maybe that's why he's not exerting 
himself. He doesn't have to. And Kika can't be this good. She didn't even know what volleyball 
was; we all got a crash course after the commander agreed to this shore leave idea of yours. 
She probably used her eidetic memory whammy to imprint the nuances and moves just as 
I've kept open the how-to guide on my psi-hud. You told me that Rider only played this game 
on Earth once; on some vacation and lost when he saw...”

“Careful, ladies present. Mari might pick up a stray thought. Sure, she was a real eye-
full, though. Saw a photo of her once when we were on the Dadelus outer trenches waiting for 
the Wave to start another assault. Nita Prentiss that was her name -- Richie loved her, just as 
much as he's puppy-eyed with his present beau. Or like Gamora, one lucky son of a shalag. 
Maybe I'll get lucky one day, or maybe you can introduce me to some of you're ...”

“My list is off limits, Sir, but I know some good times on Bryullian. I'll hook you up next 
time we're in vicinity. But I'm right. Rider is a sound tactician; he's a pro when it comes to close 
combat or dishing out hurt when it's needed.”

“He told me he played baseball for Empire State before the Sytsevich fiasco, least 
that's what Rich told me. Then again it could have been another means to eye the girls. In 
which case we're all guilty parties except for Kika; I mean, who does she hold a torch for?
Maybe it's Swad. I mean he's changed since his last resurrection. Could you picture them as a 
couple?

“Seriously? Come on that's.....then again, come to think about it. There's the ping! You 
ready for the decider?”

“So am. Fame and fortune, here we come.”
....

The cheers of the crowd were becoming a distraction to Swad Gamma. Besides, he was 
hungry.

Devouts had a high metabolic rate which meant they needed sustenance on a regular 
basis and Gamma's appetite was no exception. It was more intense than his previous self and 
less so than his original incarnation, the one whose life he still chose to purge from his 
collective memory. His mind was still becoming accustomed to his new form, several inches 
shorter than his past self but at least his temperament had improved. 

Right now the past wasn't particularly important, what mattered was food. His acute 
olfactory sensory mesh drew in the odors wafting from the other side of the battleground 
that the Adora's crew was intensely focused on; well, those that chose to observe it.

As his bare feet sank into the sand traversing the distance to the source of the smells, 
his eyes darted left and right. The Adora’s crew, many of whom were new interns who were 
level three to five undergoing combat training under his tutorage were mixing with more 
seasoned regulars, many of whom were even now being indexed and graded to become 



sector house administrators across the Verges. 
It was all part of what Commander Rider has coined Phase Two, something that had 

been started taking stock of events that for many Vergers had witnessed scenarios that had 
occurred during the Annihilation War. Things kept in check by the Nova Corps. 

The UDI was never intended to replace the Corps; only the Corps could do that and 
besides, according to Quill, only Richard Rider could ever really begin that process to bring 
them back, even if any remaining Ascendants permitted it. Their fate was unknown, 
something Rider had opted to remain unspoken, something Swad respected. 

The Corps ideals were close to the Commander's heart – they had shaped his ways to 
create the UDI, and give purpose to so many souls, something too Swad respected. He 
knew inevitably a time would come when they would see the Light, and perhaps unlike Beta 
who had refused absolution they would cross over unburdened such as Father M would 
wish also.

Swad glanced upwards to the sky. Above the planet's Karman Line where its 
atmosphere met the vacuum of space the UDI Adora was in geo-stat orbit above the 
archipelago manned by a skeleton crew and droid servitors undertaking maintenance to 
complete repairs to the ship's external skin. Father M had initially chosen not to come down 
but had decided to come down in a shuttle piloted by Ar-Mann to see the finals even though 
he'd refrained from taking part in Ar-Cher's betting pool.

For the small contingency of the Adora's crew who were watching the game, most 
had opted to use their shore leave for other pursuits. Swad saw crew-memebrs laying on 
the sand, soaking up the rays, some speaking, some doing more physical things, a few 
running occasionally, laughing as they went to the tree line, vanishing into the palm tree 
coppices where who knows what transpired. Not that it bothered Swad. Swad was just 
focused on one thought.

Rex Caye-Nine was cursing when Swad saw him at his makeshift Mess; three tables 
strewn with assorted desecrated vegetables taken from the ships' hydroponic orchards in 
front of a tent. Hash Hound was in his usual volatile mood chopping Molathi tubers, 
ordering his Kitchen Police to prep this and stir that. There were six large braziers with 
metal grills on top of each, with protein steaks and other mystery meats, odors wafting into 
the air that had drawn Swad like a Ganzel fly to feast. There were less than two hours to the 
barbeque and Hash had too many mouths to feed.

He didn't need a distraction.
“I'm hungry.”
“Everyone's fragile' hungry! Hairs on muh back have stood up ever since I got here. 

That makes me fritchy and that ain't the kind of mood I need when I got a chow list this long. 
Worse when I'm cooking' in the wild like when I was a pup. Grab some bug-juice, that'll 
keeping ya ticking' over, big guy.”

“I'm hungry. Something must be ready.”
“Now you know I don't like anyone jumping the queue. Till I say 'come and get it,' you 

don't 'come and get it.' You stay yer distance, just like anyone else, ya galoot ya!”
“Easy for most, they don't have four stomachs to satisfy. Come on, Caye, just for me. 

No one's looking.”
“I'm looking'! I'll know.”



Swad wandered over to one of the braziers. On skewers were slender cylinders of 
pinkish protein wrapped in synth skins.

“What are these?”
“Those? Terran delicacy, appropriate to whatever this is. Commander Rider asked for 

them; had to look up a recipe, simple enough to prepare but the name?! Firkin' insult to any 
Xorda! Tell ya what, do me a favor; restore my self-esteem. Take 'em out of my sight, I'll just 
say things didn't work out, got flash-fried or some critter came out of the sea and consumed 
them. I'm sure muh staff will back me up. Won't ya?”

“Sure, Chef, whatever you say.” Cook Junior One walks into the tent.
“No problem, Chef.” Cook Junior Two walked to wash some plates.
“They didn't work out.” Cook Intern went to the shuttle to get some glasses for Quill's 

hooch.
“Go on, take them, big guy, I ain't looking'.” Hash Hound covered his eyes with his 

cap. Moments later, he turned around. Sure enough Swad had gone. So too had the food.
“Hope ya like Jalapa seeds; give most Grabbers a bit of a kick. Maybe it'll give you a bit 

of a kick too....”
....

The third and final set was well under way with both pairs practically neck to neck point 
wise. However, as the set reached the mid-way point with a three point lead for Peter and 
Sahmuq, the young prince from the House of Korani finally let slip he was using his psi-
powers to influence the ball's trajectory and the game's outcome.

Peter did the opening serve, hitting the ball once, twice and then passing it to 
Sahmuq with a back-hand flick to give him the attack shot, the permitted third touch the 
rules dictated before the ball had to pass into the opposing zone above the net. 

Sahmuq had kept his hologuide on game strategies on his retinal display throughout 
the tournament, zooming pages back and forth with his neural namomic invisible fingers 
and opted to use an aptly named power dink to drive the ball straight across the opposing 
zone with no chance of Rich or Kika intercepting it. As the ball passed from Peter to Sahmuq 
from the corner of his eye Rich saw a vestigial blue shimmer as Sahmuq's psi burst 
enveloped the ball and catapulted it above the net.

Rich instinctively dived to intercept the ball, his own body shimmering as he 
inadvertently kicked in Nova Force to propel himself forward, right hand outstretched in a 
claw – fingers caressing the ball as its kinetic energy boosted by Sahmuq's telekinetic assist 
passed him by and impacted into Kika's side, the Aloquantan and the ball thrown to the 
very edge of their zone and across the laser line.

Some of the crowd had also gotten wise. This included a contingent from the Adora's 
night-watch who had been in earlier rounds having lost to Peter and Sahmuq booed.

“Hey, no powers!” one called.
“Typical Spartoi...” another chanted.
“I lost eighty credits and my Zoltar Zan collection at cards last month, bet he was 

peeking into my head...”
“You're using your powers, Sub Lieutenant?!” Rich said. He was kneeling beside Kika 

who was on the sand – holding her right hand where the ball had hit her.
“I'm okay,” Kika said. “Just out of breath; never trust a Spartoi.”



“You just did yourself, Sir.” Sahmuq said, defending his integrity. He and Peter had 
run around the net to make sure Kika was okay.

“We all agreed not to use our enhanced abilities.” Rich said, standing up to face 
Sahmuq. “This was supposed to be a fair contest.”

“Only way it could've been fair is if we'd opted not to take part. Come on, Richie, you 
can't just switch off your Nova powers with a handy dimmer switch,” Peter said, defending 
Sahmuq. “Unless you temporarily entrust a massive percentage of your reserve to others 
for safe keeping and store enough to ensure your body's bio template doesn't degrade. And 
let's face it; you've not done that for a while. Okay, we could've temporarily nulled 
accessibility to M-space or let my Owls generate a silence cone but we're too far gone. This 
is the final and we can't disappoint the crowd. They want a climatic ending!”

“Okay, what do you suggest?”
“Easy. Let's add a bit of pizzazz. I mean the winners aren't gonna get a trophy or some 

other prize. Just letting our hair down and enjoying this respite is award enough. Besides 
we all know what's coming and we're probably not gonna get another chance for a very 
long time.”
Rich looked at the crowd. Some of them were walking away from the court while others 
were looking decidedly annoyed or wondering why the game was paused. Rich sighed 
inwardly. Keeping the morale of his crew was a prime responsibility as Commander and he 
could not turn his back on that, not during war time, on an eight x eight emergency even for 
a game of beach volleyball.

“Xander, we're changing the rules.” Rich said, helping Kika up. “You still okay to 
play?”

“I am but I don't agree about what you're doing.” Kika said, readjusting her hair. “Yet I 
know why you're doing it.”

“Under the rules, I should consider this entire contest null and void,” Xander said from 
Richard's Nova helmet perched on Recorder Two.

“Shut up, Xander.”
Rich picked the ball up and walked a few more paces. He then allowed the Nova Force 

to elevate himself slightly above the height of the net. Rich focused and allowed the ball to 
spin on the tip of his left hand's index finger, spinning in a stream of gravitons. “You want a 
show, Peter, then you and Sahmuq are gonna get your wish. Xander, give me access to the 
mic. Boost audio...”

“Okay, everyone, can I have your attention. There's going to be a slight change of 
plan. Stand right back from the perimeter...”

Rich then extended a phasic shield around the perimeter of the court, a shimmering 
electric wall of blue reaching some forty meters in height.

“What's Rich doing?” Ginger asked
“Taking care of growing hair nonsense.” Mari replied. Quill and Sahmuq had now re-

entered their zone. “I think we've made a big mistake,” Quill said.
“Bring it on, I say.” Sahmuq replied.
“Now let's even the sides a bit.” Rich left the ball floating on the graviton stream and 

extended his left hand, palm flat and fired. Quill and Sahmuq suddenly found themselves 
bombarded by a concentrated Nova Force beam making their bodies briefly glow with the 



same intense light of the distant suns for a few nanoseconds. The crowd had to 
simultaneously turn their heads away – uttering gasps as the glow faded. Rich then did the 
same to Kika.

“You mean we can...” Sahmuq suddenly found himself rising off the ground. Quill and 
Kika did the same.

“You've got a tiny fraction of the Nova Force, just enough to let you do the 
basics…flight, speed and boost dexterity and enhance motion reflexes. I've asked Xander 
to temporarily transfer my primary reserves to the Quantum Containment Array on the 
Adora to even things up. Just react naturally. Now let's play. Crowd's getting itchy.”

....
Mari Taal had decided she'd had enough and gone back to the Adora to check on her Omega 
Vitae cultures leaving Ginger Jaye with Father M. Despite having been aboard the Adora for 
only a few months she'd gotten accustomed to Mari's Rigellian quirks. Trying to have a 
good time apparently wasn't one of her better traits, at least not for extended periods. With 
Mari gone, Ginger divided her attention between watching the game and speaking to 
Father M.

As weeks passed on the Adora, Richard knew Ginger needed some kind of role, 
somewhere to use her talents. She wasn't the kind of lady to stand still. 

She has taken a few temp jobs after leaving New York and her previous life behind – 
saving money for her new life in California, the road journey hopping from one state to 
another taking her further away from the Big Apple, her son Aaron now living with his 
adopted parents in Maine. She worked long hours at a roadside diner outside Wytherville 
on Route Eighty One washing dishes, mopping floors. She used her typing skills to do 
accounts for grocery stores in Sugar Tree before arriving in Albuquerque to stay with her 
dad. She spent seven months there, teaching Spanish at a local day care centre overlooking 
the Sandia Mountains.

Eventually, she moved on, reaching San Francisco in the fall. At first things were 
difficult, finding a permanent job took weeks let alone a place to live. Between moments of 
happiness were periods of extended depression, the reality of giving up her son and in part 
lingering trauma of her abuse by her deceased husband. Her nights were racked by flickers 
of seeing fists coming out of the darkness, finding her trapped in a corner with nowhere to 
run. 

Her nightmare had been ended by Richard but at a cost. As weeks passed she blamed 
Richard for his intervention, pushing him away even to the point of filing charges of 
manslaughter against him. Yet deep down she realized that Richard, someone she'd known 
since they were kids watching trains pass by at Valley Stream after school wasn't a killer, he 
had been her savior and she never got a chance to apologize to what she did to him.

Before she left New York, she caught a bus to Long Island. The tree-lined street of 
Mockingbird Lane where the Riders had lived for three generations hadn't changed much. 
The timber clad house was as pristine as ever, Charles Rider giving it a lick of white paint in 
the spring with newly planted hanging baskets on the veranda. 

When she spoke to Rich's parents – she got the impression that something was 
wrong, nothing to do with Richard who was presently off Earth, Gloria Rider handing her 
the note that he'd left for his parents on the mantelpiece telling them he'd be recalled by 



the Nova Corps and not to worry. It was a chapter of her life that was over, another one 
about to begin. She never once gave thought that she'd ever see Richard Rider again.

Two years after living in San Francisco, with a roof over her head in the Tenderloin 
District and a good job in a cafe in Boedekker Square, she used her free time volunteering 
for the Helping Hands Missionary at St Basils working alongside Father Mike D'Angelos. It 
was a rewarding task every weekend, helping the city's homeless to have a hot meal, drinks 
and find a place to sleep for the night. Trolly ladies like Tilly Jones were unique souls, 
opening her eyes to aspects of the Bay that she'd not seen before.

Then one night she heard Father Mike calling to her in a mixture of Spanish and 
English. She ran through the Church's nave past the oak pews and saw the Priest kneeling 
on the stone floor holding the head of a figure in some metallic skin tight suit of blue and 
gold wearing a helmet with an eight pointed red star, reflecting the crimson and orange 
rays of the setting sun outside. 

Ginger placed her hands to her face and shook her head, composing herself as she 
and the Mission's cook picked him up, the armor suit was considerably light, and carried 
him to a nearby room. 

She could not find a way to remove the suit but the helmet came off collapsing into a 
form of cloth just as she remembered seeing it several times in the past. His face was older 
and the faint facial scar running beneath his left eye was new yet it was him. 

She spent the night with him, watching as the moonlight illuminated his sleeping 
face, the shadow from the cross on the wall above the bed moving across his chest and 
those ever glowing blue energy portals. When he began to stir the next morning at first she 
wanted to leave the room, in part maybe afraid that he'd bring back all the bad memories 
she left behind and perhaps more than anything the regrets of a lost goodbye. Yet he 
opened those eyes, those brown irises fixing straight onto her face and he smiled. 

The next few days they re-established their connections and eventually they both 
came to a single overriding compulsion to allow feelings that in the past they has chosen to 
deny to surface. 

With Richard back in her life, it was inevitable that his own fate would intertwine with 
hers as events eventually took her from Earth across the stars. Yet she knew Rich would 
come for her, find her and never abandon her again. Being aboard the Adora had risks, yet 
she accepted them.

Rich assigned her to assist Father M. In many ways, he reminded her of Father 
D'Angelos although she had to have a translation patch to understand Astran as well as the 
various other lingual dialects and languages that crew-members spoke only using 
colloquial Terran when in the presence of Commander Rider or Peter Quill though both of 
them often slipped into Kree which Ginger had learned was the Verges most commonly 
spoken communal word many systems and fringezones relied on. She found it amazing 
that Rich could speak any words in such a complex language without t-patches. He was 
always hopeless at French and Spanish at high school.

Father M himself was a private soul but compassionate. He served not one religion 
but many echoing the diversity of the cultures across the one thousand two hundred and 
sixty seven verges – more since the arrival of refugees from neighboring galaxies that had 
abandoned their worlds after the Annihilation War. It was a history that Ginger, just like her 



life here in Andromeda, would take a long time to assimilate. But she had doubts … 
something she hoped Father M could resolve.

“You're not paying full attention to the spectacle, still undecided?” Father M said 
quietly. “What I find unfathomable is you've already come so far.”

“Moving across a continent is one thing, but moving to another galaxy?! I'm still not 
sure, Father,” Ginger said, resting her hands under her chin.

“In many ways what you experience is not dissimilar to the millions who lost their 
homes, or the child that one day has to break from the womb of home to venture out and 
seek a new pattern”. You have done this already since your confessions and become 
stronger for it. Transition is hard, I myself occasionally dream of my life back on the 
wilderness of my home. I left my world because unlike your world it was a savage place – our 
society would frighten you.”

“Rich told me you never speak of your past.”
“What's past is prologue; what to come, in yours and my discharge.”
“The Tempest, Act 2, Scene 1; spoken by Antonio who's planning to kill his father, the 

King of Naples.” Ginger confirmed. “I'm very partial to Shakespeare. “
Father M turned his head and looked at her. “He loves you and in the end isn't that the 

greatest prize any soul can claim, that and a peaceful rest when the journey finally ends? 
And in the end, I think most prefer to have company than travel any path alone.”

“Thank you, Father. I think my mind is made up. I just....oh, great shot!”
“Indeed. “ Father M agreed

....
The game had taken on a whole new dynamic. With Nova Force enhancing their 
movements the players were now a non-stop motion roller-coaster – passing the ball 
higher and higher above the court from one aerial intercept zone to another, back and forth 
then zooming down to intercept the kinetic curl as the ball kicked up sand grains which 
flicked against the phasic shield. 

The crowd loved it.
Peter found the sensations not dissimilar to his brief acquaintance with the Quantum 

Force. The days of the Star-Lord were long gone yet as he utilized a spin serve to propel the 
ball towards Rich's zone and between Rich and Kika who remained close to the extended 
net line Quill reluctantly realized having these abilities was more a curse than a blessing. 
Perhaps deep down, Quill was content to just be an ordinary man in extraordinary 
situations.

Sahmuq on the other hand was enjoying every moment. He coaxed the Nova Force 
with his telekinesis, dueling with Kika and Rich in ever sensational sky balls, batting the ball 
higher and higher above the court yet ensuring it remained in control. He knew already that 
he would miss this moment yet give the chance if the Commander ever opted to sanction 
Red Star Protocols he knew he'd be the first in the queue to volunteer and if it made him 
even more popular with the ladies, so much the better.

Kika too exhilarated in the moment of allowing the Nova Force to flow through her 
body. She reveled in her adapted reflexes. They would have been an asset during her days at 
Omega Core dealing with the scum that proliferated in the back streets of Jalnac Danta or 
breaking the endless monotony when she found herself along with Cole and Swad Alpha 



transferred to the outback dregs of Eden. Yet in the end she, like Quill, was content to be 
what she was and that was enough. As soon as the game ended and Richard would re-take 
the Nova Force from them the memory of this day would last as briefly as the final rays of 
sunlight would scatter across the azure ocean beyond.

And for Richard Rider – he simply allowed this day to unfold, content that for once 
the Universe was happy to leave him alone. And as he played the game, he occasionally 
allowed his slipstream to slow down savoring the view down below…especially the girl 
sitting on the rock in a red bikini.

....
“That was pretty spectacular, even for a draw,” Ginger said, placing her alpha tint glasses 
over her eyes as she and Rich walked down the beach away from the crowd.

“Maybe on reflection I should've done things a bit more fairly, not everyone here has 
enhanced abilities.”

“These last few weeks I've really come to respect how tough it is for you looking after 
all of this, Rich; long way from being a nobody when we were back at high school. “

“Yeah, the good times; growing up in Hempstead, kicked around by Mike Burley, 
beautiful girl to kiss my bruises after the school bell rang. Good times.”

The barbeque was in full swing, the crew enjoying Hash Hound's tri-Verge fare. Peter 
had opened the caskets with the syntho Gah-Rela and first to the table was Ar-Cher having 
won his bet. He was already downing his fourth glass, his Kree metabolism compensating 
for Peter's secret ingredient when Rich had come over to Ginger and whispered in her ear to 
slip away. 

They left the crew to enjoy the approaching evening, music had started playing, 
some Seventies Terra classics that Peter had downloaded from Vergescape. Even Mari and 
Kiki approved of the melody. The only crew member Rich hadn't seen from Team One was 
Swad Gamma; the drill instructor was strangely absent considering his fascination for 
Earth customs. Rich then remembered one particular Christmas party when Beta has 
decided to eat the mistletoe bows. He'd gone missing for two days.

There was less than fifty minutes before the twin suns would finally reach the 
horizon; where Rich had promised Ginger to see a rare double green flash as they touched 
the azure ocean. Rich has noted the rocky promontory bordering the southern end of the 
beach which they were walking towards on the aerial scans he'd skimmed over with Peter 
to make sure the planet was safe before agreeing to grant shore leave.

“There's something I want to ask you, Ginger, been thinking about this...” Rich 
paused. He glanced up at the sky, now tinted with orange streaks. He then looked at Ginger 
intently. “I mean, it's great you're here -- not that you had any choice when ...”

“We've already gone through this, Rich. What happened to me, I'll get over it 
eventually. Just as what happened to my previous husband, or why I had to give up my baby 
to make sure he got a secure future, or what happened to your brother ...”

“Time heals all wounds. That's what the Bo-Dhjri said to me before I went to the Core; 
doesn't make it any easier. Did I tell you about the time I went back in time when part of me 
wanted to change things, undo mistakes, make things better for everyone and das't the 
consequences...”

“Except you couldn't. I mean, no one can change the past. Isn't that what all the 



novels say; you know, those ones written by H.G Wells and other brainy guys. Not that I read 
that stuff, I'm more a Harlequin type.”

“Yeah I saw your library in your apartment. Better watch those rocks ahead out of the 
sand, they look sharp.” 

Rich concentrated and placed a gravity bubble around himself and Ginger Jaye. It 
rose only three meters above the sand, drifting over the rocky shards which after twenty or 
so meters began to flatten around the base of the promontory's twenty meter high rock 
wall. 

Rich lowered the bubble which as soon as it touched the flattened rock surface 
dissipated with an electric blue shimmer allowing their bare feet to reacquaint themselves 
with the ground. The rock was cooler than the sand, shaded by the stone wall which framed 
the cave mouth. Purple and red lichens clung to crevices while vines snaked down from the 
higher outcrops.

“I could've flown over it, but I think that would've spoiled the surprise.”
Rich held Ginger's hand and lead her to an opening in the rock wall. Not a cave which 

Ginger initially thought but entrance to a short tunnel which passed through the rock wall. 
She could see red and orange tinted daylight at the other end and hear the whoosh as 
waves crashed on some unseen shoreline beyond. The couple walked through and 
emerged into a small cove with a crescent shaped beach less than forty meters wide 
enclosed by towering cliffs covered with blue and crimson vines and small palms. 

“Nice.” Ginger approved.
“Thought so; saw it on the aerial survey. Slice of paradise where we can be alone. I'm 

entitled to a day off, the rule book says so.”
“And who wrote the rules?”
“Guess. Follow me. There's a small path, slight incline to the beach.”
The beach was bathed in the rays of the setting suns; the sand a darker cream with 

emerald grains. They walked to the middle and sat down near close to the edge allowing the 
ocean water to lap against their feet. Rich and Ginger watched the suns dip nearer to the 
horizon, just listening to the waves hitting the rocks.

“You were talking about time?” Ginger asked, her head leaning against Rich's left 
shoulder.

“Before I created the UDI, before I wanted to carry on what the Corps had meant to 
me, you know law, order and all that jazz, I had doubts. I'd seen so much destruction, loss, 
seeing a world die. Okay I'd won the big battle but I was so angry because doing this kept 
denying me a normal life. I kept thinking about “what if's”, what if I hadn't been 
conscripted. What if I'd decided to give it all up, settle down; have a family. And I knew then 
who I wanted to share that life with. Not Nita or Gamora. They were special to me, they'll 
always have a place in my heart but I knew. I knew that it wasn't going to be. I had my duty. 
Peter reminded me what I was; he was a good friend, he knew me too well and in a way I 
resented him for that because he took me down a path that for a moment I still wanted to 
resist walking down. But now I know that he was right because in the end I'd traveled down 
that path for four years – something that only came to light when I saw how clear 
everything was. The Bo-Dhjri showed me that. Maybe Adora did too because in the end it 
lead me here, to this place, to this here and now, with you.”



“Richard J. Rider, are you finally thinking of proposing to me?” Ginger looked into 
Rich's eyes.

“Guess I am.”
She leaned forward and slowly drew herself towards Rich's face. Their lips touched as 

the suns flashed green on the distant horizon ....
And then Xander spoiled the moment. The A.I's voice was insistent – transmitted by 

the Recorder's audio web matrix yet Rich wasn't listening to Xander's babbling; he focused 
on the background sounds. Screams, Peter shouting....

“Fark! What now? Can't I get a break?” Rich sighed. “You better transfer my reserves 
back, Xander. I'm on my way...”

....
It had risen out of the ocean with serene chaos. Sahmuq saw it first. The Spartoi was with 
three of his favorites, Krysla, Leelu and Troi. They'd had enough of the barbeque and 
decided to have a mini party of their own. They'd walked to the mushroom shaped rocks, 
still high on synthetic Gah-rela. Sahmuq had dived into the ocean and swam several meters 
out. To the cheer of the ladies he'd stripped off his shorts, right hand waving them like a flag 
of surrender. Come and get me, I'm all yours!

The girls' laughter quickly turned into outright panic, scrambling across the rocks 
back to the beach. They were pointing, gesturing to Sahmuq who as usual initially mistook 
their signals. Fre'll, you've seen all of me before … well, maybe not all together. Nothing 
to...

Waves around the Spartoi suddenly became wild, the swell propelling him forwards 
towards the rocks. Sahmuq realized these were no ordinary waves; they were a wake – 
something had caused the ocean to rise up. With no moons, the planet's tides were 
influenced by the gravity of the distant twin suns as the nameless world orbited every three 
hundred and eight days. 

Peter had breathed a sigh of relief that they were here during the “quiet” season; 
circumbinary worlds were known to have extreme climatic cycles. Once he'd passed the 
planet during the Fall watching as massive monsoons lashed the oceans and landmasses. 
Tectonic activity was confined to the larger continental land mass on the northern 
hemisphere – twenty thousand klicks from the archipelago that their little island paradise 
formed part of. Sahmuq wasn't bright when it came to sciences so he took the easy option 
and turned around.

The creature was like one of Earth's legendary Daikaiju, the kind of thing he'd seen in 
one of Commander Rider's historical holofiches. Its skin was a deep grey, like a Targon, 
multi-faceted eyes covering a narrow t-shaped cranium, writhing tentacles billowing from 
a slimed coated core body ending with sharp slicing claws and suckers. It was a nightmare 
gliding across the water towards the shoreline.

Peter had already seen the creature. So too had most of the crew. The bow wake had 
rushed towards the beach and pushed seawater forwards two hours before the nocturnal 
high tide was due. The makeshift camp of tents and sleeping bags around glow-globes 
from the Adora would have been well beyond the maximum distance the sea would make it 
up the beach. 

Yet now crewmembers found themselves with water rushing around their legs, 



tables knocked over, food and ampoules of Gah-Rela floating like abandoned confetti from 
a Hakalon festival of forgiveness. Hash Hound and his Kitchen Police had climbed onto the 
rocks behind their tent, Hash cursing to make sure his fur stayed dry.

“Great, Quill, just great; 'nice quiet planet,' my late grand-bitch's ass! 'Nothing 
dangerous on land'; didn't think about what could be lurking beneath those relaxing waves. 
Next time we'll book a vacation on Albernathea! Of all the … ”

Peter was waving crew-members to head for the trees. He saw Recorder Two and 
Kika running towards him.

“Where's Rich? Considering I was dumb enough not to pack any side-arms in my 
shorts, he's the only one who can deal with that thing.”

“I've alerted him to the situation, Peter.” Xander replied through Rich's helmet. “And 
for the record he's not happy with you one iota. Seems we've interrupted an important life 
changing decision...”

“Oh, here we go, blame the guy who just wanted everyone to let their growing hair 
down and have a bit of fun.”

“I can't wait to see how you'll squirm yourself out of this, Quill,” Kika said, her face a 
scowl.

They watched as Rich flew into view on a stream of gravimetric fire. He was alone. He 
glanced briefly towards them, surveying the scene unfolding on the beach below, then 
altered his flight pattern arching towards the creature, now less than thirty meters from the 
shore. 

Rich rose up towards the creature. Even now it remained silent or perhaps as Xander 
conjectured it relied on ultrasonics beyond the range of most humanoids to perceive, 
maybe except psi-adepts or Xorda, using that to seek out prey. There was a blinding flash of 
blue electric light and then nothing. The creature had gone, crushed in a plume of 
gravimetric micro singularities returning the calmness to the beach as night fell.

“Everyone, remain frisky,” Rich said – using his neural nanomic implant through 
Xander. “We're still not alone.”

“What do ya mean, Richie, you just toasted that thing.”
“Not me. I didn't even get a chance to attack.”
“Look!” Kika pointed upwards.
Above them, an iris of sky was shimmering like a mirage. Peter knew instinctively 

what it was, a portal. He craned his neck, stepping out into the beach to get a better view. 
There was someone standing on the threshold, an armored figure hands crackling with 
energy. The figure then flew out of the portal and came to land on the sand. 

Peter could make out design characteristics. It looked like Praetorian's as well as 
Richie's but there were differences. The arms were bare, skin well toned. Height wise the 
suit, predominately crimson red and gold, was just over two meters as an estimate. The 
helmet enclosed the wearer's head entirely, the ten point red star with gold trim embossed 
into the crown framing two eye slits which glowed orange.

Peter watched as Rich landed some meters away from the new arrival. Peter 
motioned the crew, watching from between the palms and rocks, to stay well back.

“Who the hell are you?” Rich asked, his left hand still crackling with gravimetric 
energy as he drifted back down onto the sand. Out of the corner of his sight line he could 



just see Ginger running towards them. Behind the armored stranger, Peter had grabbed 
one of skewers from the barbeque, a foolish gesture. Sahmuq was poised to use his 
telekinetics. Even Kika was battle-ready. But if the stranger possessed gravimetric abilities 
that rivaled a Prime or a Praetorian ...

“Hey, take it easy. I'm friendly. Let me disengage the safety locks. I've been traveling 
temporal fold streams for days; just luck I got the right pinpoint and got the right time-
frame. I remember the log entries – pulled them up and things clicked. I just knew you were 
here, both of you, all of you. Broke a few laws coming here. Temporal Accord Agency isn't 
going to like it, but hey, our family has never been one for authoritarians.”

“You're a time traveler?” Quill asked.
“Duh, Uncle Quill. Not exactly legal beyond the bubble so I can't stay long. I just 

figured it'd be a good way to do some family history research.”
The stranger raised his armored gloves and pressed two studs around the neck collar, 

there was a release of fragrant air from within the helmet which to Ginger smelt like jasmine 
blossom on trees in the Japanese Tea Garden in Golden Gate Park. How far away that was 
now, billions of light years away from the beach she was standing on. Home was far away 
now but she was committed now to stay here in the Verges with Richard and face whatever 
fate threw at them. Fate was about to throw a curveball that she and Rich would never 
forget.

“I read the logs, you know, the reports you typed, uploaded the mnemonic synch 
patches archived from the family cache. Even Xander's, but I always found it funny that you 
never let anyone read them, you just wrote them to keep you sane when things were always 
bug-fark.”

The stranger lifted his helmet free. Wisps of vapor parted to reveal the face of a young 
man, eighteen give or take. His hair was blonde with brown streaks, cut very short around 
the ears and back. He wore two tiny blue enamel studs embedded in his earlobes with a red 
eight-point star motif. His eyes were brown. 

Ginger looked at his face and gasped, her left hand touching her chin. The eyes were 
so familiar. Rich looked at his wife-to-be and looked back at the kid in combat armor. He 
could now see a red star motif on the front of the armor with three familiar looking roundels 
glowing with blue energy. “Just who are you?”

“Come on, do I really need to spell it out? Short form: hey Dad ... Mom! It's me, James. 
Just popped back from 2029 to say hello ...”

“Well, that's a way to end a beach party with a bang!” Quill said.
Kika shook her head and finally slapped him.

FIN? 



...and here we go again! 

Did you miss us? You may recall that  sometime after we’d published Issue 6 online we had a near 
potential possibility of calling it a day but thanks to  those talented folks; willing and able to keep the 
fan-fic and fan-art side of the intergalactic Nova fan base going like a - well, human rocket, we’re back. 
But not quite the same. 

So what’s different? Well the bad news, if you want to call it bad news is that Novaverses will now be 
released quarterly but its still a free pdf download and still hosted with kind thanks to Doug Smith at 
Nova Prime Page! Why the change? Well, its down to the fact that some of the guys and gals are now 
busy working on new original comic projects for our Cohort label so we need to make sure we have 
time to do them as well as Novaverses. 

Another difference is that you’ll note we now have four editors rather than just me and Byron Brewer; 
Joining us are long time Team619 colorist and writer Jasmine Steele - and Veronica Massey who 
apart from being a Nova fan is also a talented writer of horror and contemporary stories. 

Jas and Ronnie will be bringing along their own takes in the vast palette of the multi-universal 
Novaverses; Jas’s story, “Rorscharch Butcher” (issue 10) is a gritty detective story with a Centurion 
facing one of films most celebrated monsters, the Predator - while Ronnie’s “Who Says You Can’t go 
Home” (issue 9) is a talker to say the least. 

The thing with Novaverses is that fans can place Nova - not necessarily it being Rich Rider, Sam 
Alexander or any new original Novas’ like Byron’s Denarian, in any kind of genre that Marvel would 
never ever do! Right now I’m half way through my next Nova619 Novella, Frontier - a space western - 
yeah that’s right we’re also gonna do complete Nova e-books...and did I mention Stu Perrins has 
Nova meeting Sherlock Holmes? Did I?

But for the die-hard fans, fear not!! Not everything is experimental; Liam Gibbs’ (New Warriors 
Dot.Com) continuation of the original New Warriors begins with The Last Beginning this issue and 
Gordon Fernandez’’s Rise of the Corps starts soon with Arc 2. Sadly for the time being, Bryan Dyke is 
committed to other projects so Red Dragon is on hold but hopefully it’ll resume one day. But there’s 
other treats ahead - presently negotiating to feature a great story called The Superior Nova and 
there’s a great Ultimates Nova story called Reach for the Stars that has been hiding on NPP and I felt 
it was time to share it with you all! Maybe also one day you’ll read Annihilation: Resurrection by Mr 
Smith! 

Of course the fics are also accompanied by some lovely fan art; and we have both members of 
Team619 and a number of commissioned artists , some professional! - doing both covers and pics for 
them. 

Novaverses is however open to contributions - so if you thing you have a story you’d like to submit, or 
an idea that maybe some of our writers could help develop - don’t hide yer head under a bucket; send 
us a message on our facebook at -https://www.facebook.com/groups/TeamNova619/ we’d like to 
hear from you!

Right gotta scoot; so hope you like us being back. And please do comment!  

Darren
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